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ABSTRACT
We introduce DIVE, an end-to-end speaker diarization system. DIVE presents the diarization task as an iterative process: it repeatedly builds a representation for each speaker
before predicting their voice activity conditioned on the extracted representations. This strategy intrinsically resolves
the speaker ordering ambiguity without requiring the classical permutation invariant training loss. In contrast with prior
work, our model does not rely on pretrained speaker representations and jointly optimizes all parameters of the system with
a multi-speaker voice activity loss. DIVE does not require the
training speaker identities and allows efficient window-based
training. Importantly, our loss explicitly excludes unreliable
speaker turn boundaries from training, which is adapted to
the standard collar-based Diarization Error Rate (DER) evaluation. Overall, these contributions yield a system redefining the state-of-the-art on the CALLHOME benchmark, with
6.7% DER compared to 7.8% for the best alternative.
Index Terms— diarization, speech, end-to-end learning.

This motivated recent end-to-end diarization systems
[17, 18]. In particular, [17, 19] propose to cast the diarization
task as a multi-label classification problem. When trained
to predict whether each speaker is active at each timestep, a
single model jointly performs speech activity detection (silence vs speech), speaker modelling and clustering. This
framework has been used to train various architectures including LSTMs [17] and self-attention [20] models [21].
Since diarization is a permutation-invariant problem (any
permutation of the predicted speakers is valid), these models use Permutation-Invariant Training (PIT) [22, 19, 23] to
avoid penalizing the model for choosing a particular speaker
ordering. [24] has shown that PIT suffers from inconsistent
assignments when applied to long sequences, and that it is
preferable to explicitly learn long-term speaker representations. Moreover, fine-grained annotations can be unreliable
around speaker turn boundaries. Hence, it is standard to remove the neighborhood of boundaries from evaluation [12].
As a consequence, inconsistent supervision around boundaries during training can adversely affect the final accuracy
of the system.

1. INTRODUCTION
Speaker diarization is the task of annotating speaker turns in
a conversation [1, 2, 3]. It is both a crucial step for downstream tasks such as automatic transcription of conversational
speech, as well as a challenge as it requires handling longterm dependencies. Traditional systems typically split the
problem in three sub-problems. First, a model is trained to
extract short-term speaker embeddings. Such embeddings
can be i-vectors derived from a Gaussian Mixture Model
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9], or embeddings produced by a neural network
[10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Then, given a sequence to be diarized,
a pre-trained speech activity detection algorithm [15, 16]
extracts active timesteps from the sequence and removes silences. Eventually, a clustering algorithm runs on top of these
embeddings to assign each timestep to a speaker. Such composite systems have two main limitations. First, the speaker
representations are not optimized for diarization, and may not
extract relevant features for disambiguating speakers in e.g.
presence of overlap. Moreover, most clustering algorithms
being unsupervised, they cannot benefit from the fine-grained
annotations of speaker turns in diarization datasets.

In this work we introduce DIVE (Diarization by Iterative
Voice Embedding), an end-to-end neural diarization system.
DIVE combines three modules which are trained jointly: projection of the waveform to an embedding space, iterative selection of long-term speaker representations, and per-speaker
per-timestep voice activity detection. The iterative speaker selection process addresses the problem of speaker order ambiguity and removes the need for training with PIT, similarly to
attractor-based approaches [25, 26]. Moreover, we introduce
collar-aware training, a modification to the standard multilabel classification loss which ignores errors in a defined radius around speaker turn boundaries to match the evaluation
setting. DIVE obtains a state-of-the-art Diarization Error Rate
(DER) of 6.7% on CALLHOME[27]. We also perform ablation studies that demonstrate the benefits of collar-aware
training, and analyze the patterns of errors of our system.
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The temporal encoder projects the input waveform x to an
embedding space, while performing downsampling. Precisely, the temporal encoder h produces T latent vectors of
dimension D, i.e. h(x) ∈ RT ×D . We refer to these vectors
as temporal embeddings. We use a temporal encoder similar
to that of Wavesplit [24], which cascades residual blocks of
dilated 1D-convolutions, with Parametric ReLU (PReLU)
activations [28] and Layer Normalization [29]. Unlike the
ReLU activation [30] which zeroes out negative values, the
PReLU learns a per-channel slope parameter a:
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Fig. 1. DIVE for 2 speaker diarization. The temporal encoder
first extracts a local speaker representation. The speaker selector iteratively selects the representation of a novel speaker
when a single speaker is active. The voice activity module
predicts speaker activity conditioned on the input signal and
the selected representation.

2. METHOD

2.1. Setting and notations

We consider a single channel recording x ∈ RL of N , partially overlapping, speakers, with L the length of the sequence. The goal of speaker diarization is to produce perspeaker voice activity masks yi ∈ {0, 1}T for i = 1, . . . , N ,
with yi,t = 1 meaning that speaker i is active at time t, and
conversely. Typically, T < L as the model does not produce voice activity masks at the sampling rate of the audio
but rather at a lower sampling rate, e.g. every millisecond.
DIVE cascades three components. First, a temporal encoder
projects the input waveform to a downsampled embedding
space. Then, the speaker selector identifies one embedding
that characterizes well each speaker, in an iterative fashion.
Eventually, the voice activity detector consumes the embeddings produced by the temporal encoder as well as the
selected speaker embeddings and produces a binary voice
activity mask for each speaker. We train these three modules
jointly. In the following, we describe each component.

Unlike Wavesplit [24], where the temporal encoder maintains
the original sampling rate of the signal, ours performs downsampling by introducing 1D average pooling layers between
residual blocks. As the length of the audio sequence L varies
between examples, training on batches requires either truncating or padding sequences to a standard length. Given a batch
of sequences, a typical training scheme is to randomly sample a fixed-length window from each sequence and to batch
the resulting segments [31, 24]. As such windows are typically short (a few seconds), they are likely to only contain
one to two speaker turns. This is not appropriate for training
a diarization system that needs to model transitions between
speaker turns and maintain long term consistency in speaker
assignments. To address this issue, we instead sample W
fixed-length windows per sequence, pass them through the
temporal encoder, and then concatenate them along the temporal axis. This allows for more diversity and more speaker
turns inside a single training example. Section 3.4 assesses
the advantage of multi-window training.

2.3. Iterative speaker selector
The role of the iterative speaker selector is to extract one
speaker embedding vector si ∈ IRD for each active speaker in
the signal. These vectors correspond to temporal embeddings
extracted at time steps where a single speaker is active. To select these vectors, we iteratively compute the probability that
a non-selected speaker is active. To do so, and at each time
step, we define labels eyt of a 4-way classification problem
among the following classes: a single novel speaker is active,
a single already selected speaker is active, overlapped speech,
or silence. More precisely, we extract these labels from voice

Algorithm 1 Iterative speaker selector
Inputs
Outputs
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
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11:

The number of speakers N , voice activity labels y ∈ {0, 1}N ×T , temporal embeddings h ∈ IRT ×D ,
multilayered perceptrons Gs : IRD → IRD×4 and gh : IRD → IRD , training ∈ {True, False}.
Speakers embeddings s = (s0 , ...sN −1 ), speaker selection loss Lselector .

µ0 ← 0D
s←∅
S←∅
Lselector ← 0
for i = 0 to N − 1 do
P(et |ht , s0i−1 ) = softmax(Gs (µi )> gh (ht ))
if training then
eyt = selector label(y:,t , S)
t?i ∼ U{t|eyt = new speaker}
S = S ∪ {j|yj,t?i = 1}
T
P
Lselector −= T1N
log P(et = eyt |ht , s0i−1 )

. Average speaker embedding.
. Embeddings of the selected speakers so far.
. Indices of the selected speakers so far.
. Loss.

. Recompute speaker selector labels.
. Sample a frame with a new speaker.
. Add new ID to the set of selected speakers.

t=1

else
t?i = arg maxt P (et = new speaker|ht , si−1
0 )
s = s ∪ {ht?i }
P
1
µi+1 = i+1
j sj

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

return s, Lselector

activity annotations yi,t as follows:
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where S is the set of already selected speakers, initialized
with S = ∅. At each iteration i, the model computes
P (et = new speaker|ht , si−1
0 )

(2)

given the temporal embeddings h ∈ IRT ×D and the embeddings of the already extracted speakers si−1
= (s0 , . . . si−1 ).
0
We then extract the next speaker embedding si = ht?i where
this computed probability is maximized,
t?i = arg max P (et = new speaker|ht , si−1
0 ).

(3)

t

We perform this iterative process for a fixed number of steps
when the number of speakers is known (as in our experiments). Otherwise, the process is run until the confidence
in a new speaker drops below a predefined threshold.
In practice, we compute the probability in Eq. (2) with a
neural network classifier. The classifier combines two multilayered perceptrons (MLPs), i.e.
>
P(et |ht , si−1
0 ) = softmax(Gs (µi ) gh (ht ))

(4)

where µi denotes the average of s0 , . . . si−1 , with the convention µ0 = 0. The first MLP Gs maps an averaged speaker
embedding µi ∈ IRD into a vector of IRD×4 which is viewed
as a D-by-4 matrix, while the second MLP maps a temporal
embedding of IRD into a vector of IRD .
During training, the parameters of the selector are trained
by adding an auxiliary loss corresponding to the cross entropy
on the 4-class problem of Eq. (4),
Lselector (h, ey ) = −

T
N
1 XX
log P(et = eyi,t |ht , si−1
0 )
T N t=1 i=1

where the ground truth eyi,t is recomputed at each iteration using Equation 1. At training time, we also replace the selected
time step t?i by a uniform sample among time steps where a
novel speaker is active, which increases the robustness of the
voice activity detector to variability in the speaker vectors. Finally, one should note that the iterative selection steps determine an order over the outputted speaker representations. At
training time, we track the inferred order such that the correspondence between voice activity labels and speaker vectors
is maintained. Algorithm 1 describes the entire process of
iterative speaker selection during training and inference.
Our iterative speaker selection procedure has links with
prior work in source separation. [32, 33] propose an iterative process to infer the list of speaker identities present in a
recording for separation. These approaches require speaker
identity labels for training. [34, 25] proposes to infer a sequence of latent speaker representation optimizing directly

separation performance. This idea has also been applied to diarization [26]. While attractive, these approaches make windowed training and generalization to longer test sequence difficult. In contrast, our work does not need training speaker
identities and our method allows efficient window based training to generalize to long test sequences.

2.4. Voice activity detector
After selecting speaker embeddings, the last module of DIVE
predicts the voice activity of each speaker yi ∈ {0, 1}T for
i = 1, . . . , N . The voice activity detector contains two parallel fully-connected neural networks fh and fs with PReLU
[28] activations and Layer Normalization [29], except for the
last layer which is a linear projection. To produce the voice
activity yi,t of speaker i at timestep t, fh and fs project the
current temporal embedding ht ∈ RD and the speaker vectors
[si ; s] ∈ R2D respectively:
ŷi,t = fh (ht )| fs ([si ; s]).

(5)

Here, [si ; s] is the concatenation along the channel axis of
PN −1
si , the speaker vector of speaker i, and s = N1 j=0 sj the
mean of all speaker vectors. Intuitively, this means that when
predicting the voice activity of a speaker at a given time, we
use three pieces of information: the temporal embedding that
represents the current speech content, a speaker embedding
that represents the identity of the speaker of interest, and another embedding that represents all speakers. The latter allows the classifier to exploit contrasts between the current
speaker of interest and other speakers in the sequence.
During training, we cast the problem of per-speaker, pertimestep voice activity detection as independent binary classification tasks and backpropagate the following loss:
Lvad (ŷ, y) = −

T
N
1 XX
log(σ(ŷi,t (2yi,t − 1))).
T N t=1 i=1

(6)

2.5. Collar-aware training
When evaluating a diarization system in terms of DER, it
is common to apply a collar, which is a tolerance around
speaker boundaries such that the metric does not penalize the
model for small annotation errors. A typical value for such a
tolerance is 250ms on each side of a speaker turn boundary
(500ms in total). Since we evaluate the model in these conditions, it would be beneficial to train it in a similar fashion i.e.
to ignore errors within the collar tolerance. Thus, and as an
additional contribution to the DIVE architecture, we propose
a training scheme for supervised diarization systems. During
training, when computing the loss of the voice activity detector, we remove the loss of frames that fall inside a collar from

the total loss and backpropagate the resulting masked loss:
Lcollar
vad (ŷ, y) = −

T
N
1 XX
log(σ(ŷi,t (2yi,t − 1))), (7)
T N t=1 i=1
t6∈Br

with Br the set of frames that lie within a radius r around
speaker turn boundaries. The effect of collar-aware training
is illustrated in Figure 3. In Section 3.3, we show that training with the same collar as used for evaluation substantially
improves the DER of the system. The total loss minimized by
DIVE is therefore:
Ltotal = Lselector + Lcollar
vad ,

(8)

and is used to train jointly the temporal encoder, iterative
speaker selector and voice activity detector.
3. EXPERIMENTS
We train our models on the ”Fisher English Training Speech”
Part 1 [35] and Part 2 [36], two datasets of conversational telephone speech. Since they contain clean sequences, we simulate noisy situations by adding background noise from the
“noise” part of MUSAN [37]. More precisely, when sampling
a training speech sequence, we also sample a random background noise. We renormalize the energy of both the speech
and noise sequences, sample a gain uniformly in [−20, 20]
dB and apply it to the background noise before adding it to
the speech sequence. We evaluate our models on the twospeaker evaluation of CALLHOME [27], a multilingual conversational speech dataset. Following [21, 25, 38] we report
Diarization Error Rates averaged over the 148 test sequences.
However, and unlike [21], we do not fine-tune our model on
the 155 sequences of the “adaptation” set, but rather use it
for hyperparameter selection. DERs are computed using the
pyannote library [39].
3.1. Hyperparameters
The temporal encoder first reduces the length T of temporal embeddings with a 1D-Convolution with a kernel of size
16 and a stride of 8. It then cascades 4 blocks of 10 dilated
convolution layers with kernel size 3 and stride 1. The dilation factor δl at layer l follows the pattern of [31, 24], i.e.
δl = 2l mod 10 , which means that we reinitialize the dilation
factor at the beginning of each block. Between the first two
blocks, we perform average pooling with kernel size 3 and
stride 2. Thus, the total downsampling factor of the model
is 16 (T = L/16). All convolutional layers use 512 feature
maps. The two branches gµ and gh of the iterative speaker
selector, as well as those (fh and fs ) of the voice activity detector have two hidden layers with 512 feature maps.
We train our model with Adam [40] and a batch size of
512, using an initial learning rate of 0.0003, decayed by a factor of 0.7 every 50 k batches. We use multi-window training

Model
UIS-RNN V1 [41]
UIS-RNN V2 [41]
UIS-RNN V3 [41]
x-vector + LSTM [12]
BLSTM-EEND [17]
SA-EEND [21]
+ EDA [25]
+ Frame Selection [38]
DIVE

Overlap
–
–
–
–
23.1
9.5
8.1
7.8
6.7

No overlap
10.6
9.6
7.6
6.6
–
–
–
–
5.9

with 6 windows of length 32,000 samples each. Our ablation
experiments are mostly performed with a smaller batch size
(32) to lighten hardware requirements.

Table 2. Labels vs Predictions Contingency (%) for framewise diarization on CALLHOME.
Predictions
Spkr. 1
Spkr. 2
Overlap
Silence
Class prior

Spkr. 1
49.6
0.6
4.1
0.7
55.1

Labels
Spkr. 2 Overlap
0.9
1.8
18.8
1.5
3.3
8.4
0.4
0.0
23.3
11.8

Silence
3.5
2.1
0.9
3.3
9.8
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DER (%)

Table 1. Diarization Error Rate (DER) in % on the test set of
CALLHOME. All models are evaluated with a 250ms collar.
”NO OVERLAP” means that the evaluation excludes overlapped speech.
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3.2. CALLHOME
Table 1 reports the DER on the test set of CALLHOME. The
UIS-RNN [41] is an hybrid system training an RNN on top
of pre-trained speaker embeddings, with the V3 being trained
on a proprietary dataset with 138 k speakers. Similarly, [12]
trains an LSTM to model the similarity between pre-trained
speaker embeddings and performs diarization. Both models
are evaluated without considering overlapped speech, and the
latter uses oracle speech activity labels (removing silences).
Table 1 shows that DIVE outperforms both systems in this
condition, reaching 5.9% DER, even though DIVE is trained
in an end-to-end fashion, without any speaker label and without oracle speech activity annotations. BLSTM-EEND [17]
trains a bidirectional LSTM for per-speaker per-timestep
voice activity detection, with an additional speaker clustering loss, similar in spirit to DIVE, with a DER of 23.1%.
SA-EEND [21] replaces the LSTM by self-attention [20]
and removes the deep clustering loss, with the best variation
reaching 7.8% thanks to vast training data and fine-tuning on
the CALLHOME validation set. DIVE outperforms these
models, with a 6.7% DER, and despite not being fine-tuned
on CALLHOME. In Table 1, the results for DIVE are obtained with a 11-frame median filtering on top of the model’s
predictions, as suggested in [17]. This avoids predicting nonexisting, very short segments. Without this median filtering,
the DER of DIVE goes up from 6.7% to 6.8%, which shows
that the model’s predictions are already reliable.
Table 2 analyzes error types. We observe few confusion errors where a speaker is mistaken for another (1.5%);
most errors concentrate on mistaking single speaker activity
for overlapped speech (7.4%), mistaking overlap for single
speaker activity (3.3%) and mistaking silence for speaker

Fig. 2. Cumulative distribution of the Diarization Error Rate
(DER) in % on CALLHOME, with the standard 250ms collar.
activity (5.6%). Figure 2 plots the cumulative distribution of
DER and shows that the median DER is below 5 while the
average is higher due to a minority (5%) with DER over 20.
3.3. Impact of collar-aware training
Figure 3 shows the impact of collar-aware training. These
results corresponds to our validation protocol (dev set results,
training with a smaller batch size of 32), which is not directly
comparable with our test protocol (Table 1). When using the
standard loss function of Equation 6, the raw DER decreases
steadily. On the other hand, when using the collar-aware loss
defined in Equation 7, the raw DER plateaus early in training,
but its DER with a 250ms collar converges faster and to a
better score than its standard counterpart. This shows that
when the target evaluation metric uses a collar, it is beneficial
to integrate this tolerance into the training loss.
3.4. Impact of training on multiple windows
Diarization requires speaker representations that are reliable
throughout long sequences of speech, e.g. several minutes.
However, training a neural network over long speech sequences is slow since it prevents from training with a large
batch size due to memory constraints. To solve this problem, our training process samples multiple short windows
from the same sequence: this allows DIVE to observe the
same speakers over snippets far apart in time while keep-
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Fig. 3. Diarization Error Rate (DER) in % with and without
collar-aware training, on the validation set of CALLHOME.
On the left is the raw DER, that penalizes every error. On the
right, the DER with the standard 250ms collar.
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gardless of the number of speakers per sequence. The model
does not rely on pretrained components and all parameters are
trained to optimize the voice activity likelihood with a novel
collar-aware loss function. This loss does not rely on supervision from unreliable speaker turn boundaries, and matches
standard collar-aware evaluations. DIVE establishes a new
state-of-the-art on the standard CALLHOME benchmark,
with 6.7% DER compared to 7.8% for the best alternative. In
the future, we aim to address current limitations of DIVE. We
will consider experimental settings with a variable number
of speakers and noisier acoustic conditions [42, 43]. This
will likely require improving the representation of already
predicted speakers, as averaging speaker vectors may not
provide a good representation in presence of many speakers.
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